


Businesses in this area include grocery stores, drug stores, pawn shops, taverns, small
restaurants, pornography shops, check cashing stores, banks and several pool halls.
Surrounding the business district was residential neighborhoods. The associated crimes to
the complex filtered out into all surrounding areas. It was common practice to look for
suspects in area crimes to be located in and around the B Casino complex.

The last known organized police mission in this area occurred about four years prior by the
King County Police Drug Enforcement Unit. An informant was inserted into the business
district to purchase drugs from known customers of the businesses. The investigation showed
the focal point of some of the drug dealers was the apartment complex. After numerous drug
buys were made, a sweep of the area was made to arrest the suspects. Several of the
dealers were sent to prison and many others were driven from the area. One pool hall was
bombed by unknown suspects across the street from the apartment complex and closed.
Activity in the area slowed but grew again several months later. Since that time, no other
missions were directed at the complex other than enhanced traditional police patrol of the
area. This led to a Storefront police office being opened several businesses away and an
officer assigned on a full time basis.

Once the complex itself was examined by the Anti-Violence Team, it showed an older building
being owned by a distant owner who did not visit the premises. The building was slowly
deteriorating under the lack of care. Inspections of the interior and exterior showed disrepair,
safety hazards, collecting garbage, discarded syringes and condoms, little to no plumbing,
failing electrical fixtures and general filthy conditions. Since no on site manager existed,
control over the tenants was minimal. No control over upkeep and visitors appeared to exist.
The situation led to the attraction of the criminal element who could safely take up loose
residence of the complex and have a hangout for others to come to for various activities.
Since care of the place was diminishing, those who took up staying at the complex did nothing



to help the problem and just added to the garbage and damage that was occurring. Access to
the second floor was through two ground level locked doors that not all officers had keys for.
people inside could access the roof of other adjoining businesses and exit from the roof into
the rear alley. This provided for a good lookout position for those inside and for a slow police
response to the apartments upstairs.

Since the area itself is considered older and below medium income, little money has ever
been able to be spent to improve the overall quality of the business district. The area has
formed a chamber of commerce and is still trying to slowly make the area more attractive to
new businesses. Several business types in the area do continue to have a negative effects
on who is attracted to the area. The history of the area is known to have a certain reputation
dating back decades. Changing this reputation will be a slow process.



luxury of time was helpful in order to complete the assignments. TTie working relationship with
the fire department and code enforcement was already good and it was found after starting
the project the desire to fix the problem was universal among the different agencies. Once
the owner's and representative's help was cultivated, their response was quick and definitive
to close the complex. The project's conclusion was therefore very successful.

EVALUATION:

Both the short and long term goals for this project were deemed completed. The building was
permanently closed and still remains closed at this time. No other business has taken up
residency, but at the same time, no problem situation as replaced the old one. The building
was so thoroughly sealed up, there have been no future problems with trespassing or
squatters at the site.

PHILOSOPHY AND ORGANIZATION:

The Anti-Violence Team was formed with the philosophy in mind that they would be
empowered to seek out and initiate problem solving projects on their own within their area of
responsibility. They were given the authority to decide their own measuring system for each
project. The team also designed their own documentation form that would be filled out to
serve as a SARA format to be followed and to document the progress in the project similar to
a case file. Officers were chosen for this assignment because of their work ethic, experience
and initiative.

Wien the team was formed, a two week training period was provided to all members including
myself as the sergeant. The training was also provided to the Storefront Officers for all of the
King County Police Department. The training consisted of a large block of SARA model
training. It is this training that has been utilized on each of the projects initiated by the team.
Training also included COP TALK training, patrol responses, team building and SOP
formation.

Since the activation of the team, the most obvious problem with the problem solving model
has been the time needed by the patrol officer to be able to implement a plan. The Anti-
Violence Team was given the time and has been successful in applying the techniques. One
of the next steps of the King County Police Department is to have the patrol officer trained in
the SARA model for use on patrol. Since patrols work load is impossible to predict, the
management of time will obviously be difficult. Combine this with trying to coordinate with
other patrol officers, team type of efforts will also be difficult. Since our Department is still
new to this approach, the convincing of management along with the street officer will take
some actual success stories to show the potential.



Another problem that has surfaced is when working on a problem, the officer needs to have
the authority to implement a plan of action and be able to take a "lead investigator" role so
coordination runs smoothly and the project does not get sidetracked or diluted. This again is
the area that will need supervisor support so the officer can be confident in the direction they
take. It is difficult at times to have an officer take a lead role with peers unless there is a
clear and comfortable relationship. This is not always possible.

This project had the full support of the team and the management of the precinct where the
project took place. The team completed the project within their allotted shifts and did adjust
their work hours in order to accommodate various meetings and assignments. Again, they
had been given the latitude to do so in order to accomplish their goal. Total hours spent on
this project was estimated at about 40 hours. Existing computers and equipment available to
officers were used and provided sufficient intelligence to learn what was necessary in the
course of the project. No extra budgetary costs were sustained.

In the Spring of 1996, this project was used as a training example for the department
sponsored supervisory training classes held for all of the King County Police command staff
involving sergeant's and above. The instruction lasted three days and included, as a major
portion, SARA training. The next stage of SARA training will involve the field training officers
of the department beginning in December of 1996.

Attachments: The October 1995 & March 1996 White Center Storefront Newsletters (2
pages). Newsletters are published monthly by Storefront Officer Don Davis and disseminated
throughout the community.


